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Welcome to SGBoating DocksideNews
The most important thing I have seen is that boating changes people’s
lives by uniting them with their families and friends on the water.
Boating has had a very positive impact on my family, many friends
and me over the years. Every week I am either out cruising, fishing or
enjoying the many benefits of boating. Teaching a child to ski, catch
their first fish, or explore a new destination is very rewarding. I feel so
very proud when the wife of one of our customers said to me that she
appreciates seeing her husband relaxing, and watching the kids spend
time with their parents. Wow, that’s changing lives and giving families
what they need – true family bonding!
Boating is one life’s greatest recreation and here at SGBoating, it is what gets me up each morning,
excited about life and our business. I am very proud of our team and their passion to serve our
customer’s boating needs as part of our SGBoating family.
That’s why SGBoating offerings are constantly evolving – we have great new products in our line-up
during the coming months, including a new line of long range cruising and sport-fishing yacht. We
are very excited about working with our boat building partners and sharing these impressive new
products with you in the months to come.
The SGBoating mission however is the same. We take the hassle out of boating, treating our customers
with fairness and outstanding, and helping them see all of the opportunities that boating brings to
their lives. It has been a tremendous privilege to bring the wonders of boating into your lives and to
be able to share in your journey as you discover family, friendship and beautiful destinations.
See you on the water ......
Eric Koh
SGBoating

Become a fan on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/sgboating
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BOATING RENDEZVOUS

BONDING WITH FAMILY AND
FRIENDS THROUGH BOATING
DocksideNews is more than just a magazine from
SGBoating. It lies at the very heart of the company,
which is bringing to you the joy of boating fun on the
water. While our technical age is less than a decade,
the company’s origins actually stretched back three
decades to the days when Eric Koh started getting
into boating and began buying/selling used boats
shortly thereafter. Fast forward 30 years and you see
the growth of SGBoating and the realization of a
dream: bringing the joy of life on the water to families
all over Singapore.
SGBoating is so much more than fiberglass and steel, blue water and boating
adventures. It is parents getting to know their children better, friends forming
new bonds and great new places unlocked by the magnifiance of water. With
world-class service, educational programs, and Rendezvous trips with other
boaters, we are unfolding amazing and joyous journey of discovery for all.
As SGBoating has grown into a boating know-how powerhouse in Singapore,
we have brought the transformative power of time on the water to an everincreasingly, diversive groups of people. We sell vessels that serve the needs
of customers whether their passion is leisure boating, fishing, watersports,
luxury yachts or vacations. SGBoating doesn’t just deliver boats to customers,
it delivers on the promise of a lifestyle that celebrates what is truly important –
time with friends, family, nature, even time for yourself. That is the central theme
SGBoating has adopted for the past decades.
The key to the SGBoating story is the way we deliver that dream. Selling a
customer a boat is just the start of a SGBoating relationship. We open doors
to a unique lifestyle – bringing together the ones that you love through life on
the water. We provide customers with a thorough in-water orientation of boat

operation as well as ongoing boat safety information,
maintenance, seminars, and demonstrations for the
entire family. The service extends well after the sale, too,
with organizing of boating Rendezvous & Rallies trips to
destinations, gatherings, and on-the-water events for you
to enjoy your boat.
SGBoating sells new and used pleasure and recreational
boats, fishing boats, trawler motor yachts, performance
crafts, luxurious yachts and charter boats. The company
also arranges boat financing, insurance, and extended warranty contracts,
provides boat repairs and maintenance services, and offers boat brokerage
services.
“At the end of the day it is about the people. It is people doing business with
people and building good relationships with customers, that leads to repeat
and referral business,” says Eric Koh. “We are all about the people and we’re
only as good as our people. “Our strategy is thus pretty basic. It’s what I had
fostered many years ago, and over the course of those years, which is, basically,
a customer centric strategy. It’s trying to remove the hassles of boating. We’ve
all heard the saying that the two best days are the day you buy it and the day
you sell it. Unfortunately, this has sort of been the approach that others have
created as most of them sell boats. And they treat the boat like a car: here it is,
and you take care of it in some cases, or we’ll take care of it if you bring it back
to us, and there’s no one to teach you how to use it and that type of thing. What
we try to do is we put the ‘ing’ in boating.
“It’s a pretty basic strategy, but it really fits the lifestyle that exists today. It’s
more about family today, and boating is one of the best family recreations that
I know of. If you want to know your kids, teach them how to ski, fish, scuba dive
and navigate. We can provide what families need today, and can support it to
make it a hassle-free experience,” Eric says.

TEKEK MARINA, PULAU TIOMAN
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NEW PRODUCTS
GO HERO
HERO4 Black takes Emmy® Award-winning GoPro performance to the next
level with their best image quality yet, plus a 2x more powerful processor2
that delivers super slow motion at 240 frames per second.1 Incredible
high-resolution 4K30 and 2.7K601 video combines with 1080p120 and
720p240 slow motion to enable stunning, immersive footage of you and
your world. ProtuneTM settings for both photos and video unlock manual
control of Color, ISO Limit, Exposure and more. Waterproof to 131’ (40m)
with 12MP photos at 30 frames per second and improved audio,2 HERO4
Black is the ultimate life-capture solution for those who demand the best.
With a 2x more powerful processor, 2x faster video frame rates and
even better image quality than its best-selling predecessor, HERO4 Black
delivers footage that’s sharper, richer and more detailed.2 Combined with
powerful new features and technologies—and improvements to audio,
usability, wireless connectivity and more— HERO4 Black is the most
advanced, highest-performing GoPro ever.

PORTABLE WATERMAKER
Demand for fresh water on pleasure craft has increased dramatically
in recent decades. Many of us now expect daily fresh water showers,
pressurised plumbing, and unlimited drinking/washing water. Obtaining
water on shore from jetties and marinas is becoming difficult and
expensive. Having a desalination system provides independence and
flexibility in your holiday planning. Until now, the only option has been
a complex system built into your boat. The high cost, complexity, and
maintenance requirements of such systems have been daunting. At
Rainman Desalination, we have developed the world’s first simple, low
maintenance, and inexpensive water maker that doesn’t need to be
installed in to your boat.

AQUALUMA GENERATION 4
Aqualuma underwater lights have been designed and
manufactured in Australia to function in the most demanding
environment for both commercial and leisure craft applications.
The LED light engines use the latest technology offering long
life, high light output and low current consumption.
Due to the very low heat emission they can be run with the boat
out of the water or underway. Light colour options are Brilliant
White or Ultra Blue. New for the 2015 season is Generation
4 specification Thru Hull lights, including the new top of the
range 18 series for superyachts, which is available in a single
colour format and also in a Blue and White configuration giving
amazing performance and choice.
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NEW PRODUCTS

SALTY REELS
Shimano announces its new showcase spinning reel series
– the Stella SW, offered in sizes and construction features
to handle nearly any game fish found in the world’s oceans
The 12 models include the STL-SW5000XG, 5000HG,
6000HG, 6000PG, 8000HG, 8000PG, 10000PG, the ‘Cape
Cod Canal jigging special 14000XG, 18000HG, 20000PG,
and a true spinning reel built to tackle Bluefin tuna – the
STL- SW30000. Shimano’s SW-X Concept brings together
power, rigidity, toughness, drag performance and water
resistance, focusing on retrieving power, strength and
durability.

FUN AIS TRACKING
MarineTraffic has launched an app displaying real time information
about ship/vessel movements throughout the seas. Data is collected
by receiving of Automatic Identification System (AIS) transmissions. The
transponder transmits vessel position, SOG and COG (speed and course
over ground), ship name, ship size and next port of call.
MarineTraffic is a place where people may search for their own vessel,
vessel of their competitors, all worldwide ports, latest news for the
maritime industry and business. The download apps is really fast and
quite simple to navigate. There is also a modified simple map with little
icons for the vessels’ positions which is better for the users for their
vessel tracking.

ULTRA WIDE
Garmin today announced the GPSMAP 7400 and 7600
series of multifunction displays (MFD). Offered in a sonar
and non-sonar version, the GPSMAP 7400 and 7600 series
is a premier line that streamlines high performance, usability
and superior boating features with a renowned interface that
makes any time on the water more productive and enjoyable.
The new GPSMAP 7400 and 7600 MFD series boasts a
vibrant widescreen display available in 7-inch, 8-inch, 10inch and 12-inch sizes. With full pinch-to-zoom touchscreen
capabilities, the GPSMAP 7400 and 7600 series offers
streamlined performance and integrates features that are
pivotal for the boating experience, such as digital switching,
weather, radar, thermal and IP camera visibility. Built for the
casual cruiser or sailor, this series of chart-plotter offers a
high performance solution on the water.
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LAUNCHING SOON
LEOPARD 43 POWERCAT
The Leopard 43 represents Robertson and Caine’s latest
innovative developments with modern features not yet seen
on production catamarans. The most significant feature on
the Leopard 43 PC is the addition of the forward doorway to
the front deck from the saloon.
The newly to launch member of the power fleet, the Leopard
43 Powercat, brings with it a multitude of exciting features,
including a sleek design, a forward going doorway, additional
lounging areas, an expansive flybridge and a completely
redesigned interior upgraded with modern appliances.

FAIRLINE NEW 53
Fairline Boats announce that two new 53ft
models are in development. The Fairline Targa
53 GT will be launched in September at the
2015 Southampton Boat Show, while the
Squadron 53 will arrive in Jan, 2016. Both
models will come with at least two engine
options that will give top speeds in excess of
30 knots and a maximum range of more than
300 nautical miles.
Three cabins below decks will offer plentiful
accommodation. Both models will share the
same hull, but the key difference will come in
the superstructure, with the Squadron model
offering a flybridge alternative to the Targa’s
sports cruiser profile.

NEW MARITIMO M48
AUSTRALIA motoryacht manufacturer, Maritimo, is set to
increase its product range significantly this year with a new
M48 cruising motoryacht scheduled for public debut at the
Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show in May.
The M48 will feature Maritimo’s legendary full beam master
suite, an enclosed flybridge, internal staircase and an
innovative tender garage which sees the transom and part
of the aft cockpit lift up on hydraulic struts to reveal a large
under deck space for a tender and outboard as well as water
sports equipment.
M48 will be powered by two Cummins QSC 600’s and would
have 3000 litres of fuel giving it a range of approximately
400 nautical miles.
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BEST of BRITISH

FAIRLINE BRINGS CLASSIC
& BESPOKE NEW BRITISH
DESIGN TO ASIA.
Heritage. Passion. Sleek Styling. Sophistication. The attributes of British culture
have been seamlessly and beautifully translated into the Fairline collection of
yachts, where made-in-UK style meets innovation. The Fairline collection –
Targa & Squadron – represents many ways to explore life on the water with
the unique hallmark of British style – sportiness, elegance, technology and
individuality bespoke finishes.
The Fairline credo is simple: “We work every day with one main goal: to provide
the ultimate cruising experience. For this we strive for the perfect synthesis
between the best technology and the user-friendliest interface available.
“Fairline technology is all about serving the boat owner as they develop
innovative solutions to allow for easier, more comfortable, and safer navigation
including IPS easy docking, the patented joystick control maneuvering system.”
Fairline is known worldwide for the latest technology and better known still for
its engineering dominance in the boat building world. The latest technology,
innovative materials, and the most spot-on service. Each day, a team of
architects, technicians, and skilled boat builders works towards the most
advanced solutions, imbuing each yacht with that special Made in England
style down to the very last detail, ensuring that every moment on board is
exactly how you imagined.
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Just look at the Fairline Squadron 48 Flybridge. On deck you will experience the
thrill of looking out at the open water, expansive feeling of the elegant spaces,
and the total relaxation of body and mind. The flybridge on the Squadron 48
is like an enormous living room with large and wide seating. Sophisticated
amenities have been designed to entertain and pamper the guests, with an
unmistakable touch of British style.
This is the latest and future of boat design. Nothing has been left to chance,
nothing surrendered to the mundane. With its new approach to space layout,
furnishing design, and interior lighting, the Fairline Squadron 48 combines the
allure of minimalism with the ultimate in comfort.
The beauty of design exemplified by Fairline yachts is the essence of British style
exported around the globe. To create this excitement on the water, the people
of Fairline strive for excellence every day in everything they do, engaging in
the most meticulous materials research and scrupulous component selection.
Months upon months of effort and work are required to create the one moment
when a Fairline owner experiences that extraordinary sunset at anchor, the end
of the most perfect of days.

TARGA
Power, performance, sleek styling
The Targa range sets a benchmark for the modern express cruiser, combining
powerful muscular grace with large, luxuriously equipped areas.

SQUADRON
Flybridge, space, sophistication
The Squadron flybridge range delivers exclusivity, elegance and performance in
equal measures. Free-flowing sociable living spaces are at the heart of every mode.
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BOAT SPOTLIGHT

OS 325 - EXPLORE LIFE IN
A PURSUIT
When Pursuit designs a new boat, it considers every angle of fishability, then it
wraps those attributes in luxury, performance and style. Founder Leon Slikkers
has been doing that since building his first boats in his garage in 1950. With
that kind of experience at the helm, it’s no wonder owners like Pursuits for their
speed and agility, love them for their quality, and revere them for the way they
pamper crew members all day long on the water. Design, construction and style
are applauded as well, survey responses show. What’s more, though comments
acknowledge the premium price category, respondents marked Pursuit high for
value, proof that quality is the better bargain.
OS 325
The OS 325 is made for bold anglers with big game in mind. An aft-swept
windshield frame adds dramatic flair to the express-style fisher and blends with
the lines. The hardtop is securely bonded to the windshield and supported aft by
coated- -aluminum laddered supports. Bow rails are high should the fight take
you forward or anchoring conditions require a balancing handhold.
Beneath the deck is an opulent living area, boasting solid- wood trim and rich
tones complemented by lush upholstery. For the skipper, there’s a beefy bucket
seat with foldaway armrests and plenty of support through the shoulders. Flip
up the bolster for stand-up driving. It will be easy to see the dock and easier
still to meet it with a gentle kiss thanks to an optional bow thruster or Yamaha’s
Helm Master joystick steering. The skipper won’t be alone, either, because the
best seating in the house is near him in wraparound - fashion, spanning the
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passenger console, the port coamings and the forward side of the mezzanine
cockpit seat. The mezzanine boasts a tackle- and bait-prep area that can be
optioned up with a smoker grill for seaside entertaining. The cockpit can be
-hard-core fishing or cruising comfortable. Simply flip out the transom seat or
stow it as your pleasure dictates. All these features are fluidly designed for
sleek, durable beauty and long-lasting value, something that is bound to keep
scores for quality and value high among boaters for years on end.

PURSUIT OS 325
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BOAT SPOTLIGHT

Chaparral’s first outboard
model in 20 Years and it
comes with a party platform
SUNCOAST 250
Chaparral has added to its 50th-year celebrations by releasing the all new
250 SunCoast bowrider. This is the first outboard-powered Chaparral since
1995. The distinguishing feature of the 250 SunCoast is the party- sized
platform around the outboard engine that offers unparalleled deck space
at the transom for water sports, but also easy access for boarding and
disembarking at the marina.
The storage on the 250 SunCoast is said to be phenomenal, the standard
toilet is a bonus, and Chaparral’s saltwater DNA is evident everywhere you
look.
BOWRIDER A SALT
Chaparral says its taking the world-bowrider market by storm with a massive
R&D effort over the last few years resulting in a flotilla of all-new models
from 18 through to 33 feet.
The bow-rider fleet ranges from the H20 entry-level sport and ski/fish series
to the SSi premium sportboat range, the Sunesta deckboats and Xtreme
Wakeboats and also the SSX high performance series boats.
The addition of the SunCoast range completes the bowrider line up, adding a
long-awaited outboard variant to Chaparral’s diverse mix.
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CHAPARRAL SINGAPORE
“Chaparral is just so advanced with its innovative design,” says the Singapore
importer, SGBoating. “The new 250 SunCoast demonstrates what is possible
when the world’s best design team pulls out all the stops.”
“It is so obvious that every inch of this boat has been thoroughly thought
through by real boaties and the result is stunning,” SGBoating says, adding that
in typical Chaparral style, the boat not only looks fantastic, but offers all smarts
that Chaparral is famous for.
“Out on the water it performs above and beyond expectations. The handling,
the comfortable soft, dry ride and user friendliness are all impressive to say the
least,”
MORE OUTBOARDS
Of course, Chaparral is no stranger to building outboard- powered boats. Its
sister brand, Robalo, has been a key player in the offshore-fishing scene for
more than 40 years and now holds major market share in the US.

BOAT SPOTLIGHT

ROBALO R300 – Ready
Whenever You Are
Whether you’re trolling with hooks in the water or motoring through the
tough stuff in search of a trophy catch, Robalo’s R300 center console flagship
sparks an adrenaline rush unlike any other fishing boat. Unique style.
Phenomenal overall performance.
Dry ride. Best-in-class features. Featuring two oversized livewells, more than
245 gallons of insulated fish box capacity and a well-equipped bait prep
center, the R300 is primed to tackle any fishing adventure.
The transom seat adds to the seating capacity and comes with a protective
cover. Lift up the service hatch and marvel at the rigging quality. Enjoy easy
troubleshooting access to the batteries and electrical systems. A standard
transom shower is a plus while cleaning up at day’s end and the is perfect
way to rinse off, particularly in saltwater environments. A fold away swim
ladder makes it easy to get in and out of the water.
Combine a Kevlar-reinforced hull with a 10-year limited hull warranty and
you’ll enjoy complete peace of mind every time you take to the water. An
abundance of rod holders ensure you’re never more than an arm’s length
away from your equipment.
The optional fiberglass T-top is the widest in its class, providing more sun
protection than rivals. Robalo’s 21-degree variable deadrise Hydro Lift
bottom design can tame the 600-horsepower so faraway GPS coordinates
are never far away.
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BOAT SPOTLIGHT

MERIDIAN 441 – Boating &
Lifestyle Become One.
A lot of boat builders struggle to find their groove. They just can’t settle on
exactly whom they want to appeal to. Meridian appears to be one of the few
builders that really knows its target: average cruising couples and families.
In designing the new 441 Sedan, Meridian’s team of naval architects
developed a new hull, deck, bridge and shearline. This all new design features
a more aggressive profile and new hull-side windows for the guest stateroom,
easier bridge access, better topside accommodations, and more natural light
and woodwork in its interior living spaces.
The 441’s wide-open floor plan ensures smooth flow and unbroken lines of
sight between the salon, the yacht’s dedicated dinette and the full-service
galley. What’s more, Meridian has further enhanced its signature integrated
two- tier window system to ensure improved visibility from all these interior
areas.
Plus the 441’s impressive two-stateroom, two-head layout provides a
gracious master suite, located forward with a queen-size island berth with
innerspring pillow-top mattress. And when you think about it, what’s more
important when you’re on a boat than that? So if you’ve given up your dream
of circumnavigating the globe or couldn’t care less about breaking freeway
speed limits on the water—if you just want to take it easy and enjoy yourself,
the 441’s a hard boat not to like.
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BOATING FASHION

IN THE SWIM
The boating season is already in full swing. Whether you’re planning
an upcoming getaway, cruise or romantic getaway to somewhere
warm and sunny, it’s important to update your look. When surveying
this season’s hottest swimwear trends, two words come to mind-classic and sexy. Classic vintage-inspired looks combine with fresh
and modern silhouettes to offer up a wide variety of swimming
ensembles that are as fashionable as they are practical. Whether
you’re into tiny little two-piece bikinis or you prefer to keep yourself
covered up in modest one-piece swimsuits, this season’s top
swimwear designers have created a wide variety of on-trend styles
that will complement any personality. Above all, this year’s swimwear
trends illustrate how fashion really does continue to repeat itself.
Designers have a preference for recreating tried and true trends and
making them new again. Whether your fashion personality is vintage,
classic, or ultra-modern and trendy, these timeless swimwear styles
will have you looking flawlessly on-trend all season long.
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PETS on BOARD

SOMETHING TO WAG
ABOUT

Great ideas to keep your pets safe and happy on the water
An avid boater and pet owner, Peter and his family loved taking their dog
Hanky out on the water. “We do all my boating at a nearby island just off
Sentosa and my dog looks forward to every weekend out on the water,”
Peter says. “Boating is what I enjoy and although Hanky is a dog I treat
him like another member of the family. He is always eager to get on board
and spend another beautiful day on the water!
But he found it particularly difficult to get his dog back in the boat after
he retrieved his toy in the water. After searching for something to solve
this problem, and coming up empty handed, he went to Chaparral online
forum with pet owners who shared his dilemma and found Doggy Boat
ladder. Without hesitation, he bought one online from Amazon. Today,
Peter and his canine are having more fun on the water and are boating
safely.
“I found out during my time online at Chaparral USA boaters forum
that Chaparral boat owners are very proud of their boats. Not only from
Chaparral owners here in Singapore but literally all over the world. They
are ever more so willing to share tips and offer suggestions to boater’s
everyday needs like myself. We truly believe that boating is something that
should be done as a family and we could not imagine Hanky not being
part of the enjoyment. He truly completes our family fun on the water!”
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DOCKSIDE SERVICES
GOOD customer service leaves customers happy and they come
back for more. And they are happy enough to pass positive feed
back about our business along to others, who may then try the
products or service we offer and in turn become our customers.
Don’t take our words for it, just ask around in marinas and from
boaters here in Singapore.
In the event that your craft needs to be repaired, our in-house
service team and network of authorized and highly qualified
service agents will ensure we meet your service and maintenance
needs. Our network of authorized service agents can also supply
spare parts for any of the boats we sell.

“I can see why a lot of people and forums I visit just rave about your products and
companies services. I’ve been dealing with technical and support people for 35 years in my
job as an Engineer and you folks definitely do it right !! “
Barry McCarthy
“Can I nominate you all somewhere for a service responsiveness award?! In all the years
I’ve dealt with you, you have NEVER failed to respond promptly and stick with me until the
issue was resolved. From a totally devoted customer and boater, THANKS! “
Joshua Liu
“You guys have shown me that there are still companies out there that care about their
customers and are willing to go the extra mile to help. “
Peter Stillis
“I am truly grateful for all the help you’ve given. I have to say that from my experiences
of boating over the years, your customer service and technical knowledge of the best I
have ever found anywhere. I can’t express enough how happy I am to be a SGBoating
customer. Thanks again.”
Nicole Liu
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BOATING RENDEZVOUS
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WOMAN of WATER

LADIES ONLY,
PLEASE!

At SGBoating, our goal is to make boating accessible and easy for all.
Sometimes, that means banning the men in order to give the ladies a chance
to captain their boats! SGBoating offers Woman on Water (WOW) boating
lessons, gatherings and classes to help women learn everything they need to
know so they feel confident piloting boats and enjoying the water.
“We find that offering separate classes for women allows them to ask
questions more freely and becoming more confident in operating their boats,”
says Captain William Francis who teaches WOW classes at SGBoating in Raffles
Marina.
This confidence is important whether the woman plans to take their friends
out in the boat, or they just want to be a solid backup captain should the need
ever arises.
The format SGBoating provides for its Woman on Water class includes basics
such as terminology, navigation (channel markers), safety issues, VHF radio
operations, and anchoring. The participants practise knot tying with cleats
mounted to boards in the classroom. Then the captain heads out to the boat
with his students, to focus on docking and handling.
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“I find out who knows what and I adjust accordingly. There was a lot of
questions and answers during the day,” Captain William says. Most of the
students also request to focus on docking and practices.
What do women learn from SGBoating boating classes? “I took the boating
class before my new boat arrives and SGBoating provided a courtesy boat for
my lesson. I want to feel confident not just driving but docking the boat. I
learned to stay in the same place and turn the boat 360 degrees. We practiced
lots of docking and backing up,” says Ms Joy Soh, who says she is confident
enough in her skills and looking forward to apply what she learns when she
starts driving her new boat soon.
Dora Cheok took the class so she could learn more about driving the boat
she owns. “I have a 27-foot Chaparral and I love it!” she says. “In the class, I
learned to dock the boat in a slip or alongside a boat dock. I highly recommend
the class to everyone who owns a boat from SGBoating. The instructor from
SGBoating was excellent.”
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BOATING RENDEZVOUS
ORGANIZED by SGBoating, the Tioman Boating
Rendezvous is the most prominent and well- attended
boating event on our annual boating calendar. The
main objective is to bring boaters of all types together
to participate in a 4 to 5 days of fun event for families
and friends on the picturesque island of Tioman. For
many boaters here in Singapore, a round trip on the
300 nautical miles journey to Tioman Island on the East
Coast of Peninsula Malaysia might mark the beginning
of their first extended cruise. In many aspects, the
journey is the perfect classroom in which to learn
rudiments of Cruising 101.

TIOMAN, THE PROMISE OF ADVENTURE
From its origin, the Tioman Boating Rendezvous started out just 5 boats but the rally has grown in popularity every year,
attracting 12 – 15 boats annually crewed by over 80 – 100 enthusiastic adults, active teenagers and lively children who
participate in sports, games, water fun and great nightly events while improving their boating skills and gaining valuable seatime on the water for both new and seasoned boaters. The spirit of the rally is to bring boaters of all experiences together to
share in a common purpose to enjoy and share boating know-how and improves one’s boating skills.
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BOATING DESTINATION

BOATING
RENDEZVOUS
& RALLIES

The top destinations around our
region for your boating dreams.
With the southern Riau Islands, Malacca Straits and the South China Seas, its water, water everywhere, not to mention the weather that accommodates yearround. Think emerald waters, white sandy beaches considered some of the best in the region, a wealth of secluded islands and hidden coves blended with pockets
of lively on-land activities, and that’s the boating grounds around us in a nutshell. Here are the top areas to find your endless summer.

Riau Islands
The hundreds of islands dotting just south of Singapore remain a sleepy
backwater ideal for leisurely exploration and just waiting to be discovered.
Surrounded by natural calm waters with many coastlines, beautiful coastal
villages, Riau Island group has a cavalcade of must-see destinations for the avid
yachtsman ands anglers. The larger islands of Batam & Bintan that are closer to
Singapore offer a unique destination, and just to the east of Bintan lies sandy
white beaches and many more smaller islands, some operated by boutique
resorts while others are simply uninhabited with a good diversity of living reefs
that are still well preserved. Riau has more value than all the beauty that has
not been contaminated by human hands. New developments set for Lagoi Bay,
just north of Bintan Island will include prime resort, a variety of entertainment
options and eventually a world-class marina. Offering boaters a base closer to
the waters east and south of Bintan and beyond.

Malacca Straits
Five hundred nautical miles north of Singapore along the Malacca Straits
will bring boaters far away to the paradise island of Phuket in Thailand. But
in between lies Pangkor Island, off the coast of Perak State with a cluster of
small islands with unquestionably some of the best beaches on the western
coast of Malaysia. The Pangkor Marina which opened in 2011 comes highly
recommended by boaters
Further up there’s always the bustling Penang Island for a stop-over to savour
the sight and sound of this metropolitan city before moving up to Langkawi,
the jewel of Kedah. Langkawi comes with an archipelago of 104 islands in the
Andaman Seas. Boaters will enjoy a stopover at the Rebak Marina, a 5-star
resort in Langkawi with great berthing facilities and also featured a fullyequipped marina, complimented by a range of yacht services and facilities.
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South China Seas
Tioman Island is an island off the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia, acclaimed
as a geological wonder, ecological paradise and one of Southeast Asia's most
beautiful travel destinations. Located 32 nautical miles off Pahang state, but
connected through Mersing town in Johor, the island continues to enchant
boaters with its warm beaches, lovely seas and lush rainforests. Budget and
midrange hotels provide quick accommodation at every village, but there are
also luxury resorts nestled within private coves and beaches. A melting pot
of cultures, Tioman Island consistently attracts boaters heading north from
Singapore due to its close proximity (125 nautical miles). A government-built
marina is located at the village of Tekek, close to the island airport.
Near to Tioman is Pulau Tinggi, one of the most untouched islands with an
enchanting atmosphere and sheer physical beauty. Pulau Pemanggil further
offshore is an angler paradise that sits 30 nautical miles east of Mersing.
The island has captured the imagination of those who love the sea and its
tranquility. Very close are the islands of Pulau Aur, Dayang and Lang. A cluster
of islands famous to weekend divers from Singapore.

